CASE STUDY
THE CHALLENGE
A nationwide U.S. healthcare consortium realized that
“mission-critical” improvements in manager capability
were necessary to achieve its business goals. The
company needed to increase engagement and inspire
more creativity and collaboration in one of its major
regional practice groups.

IMPLEMENTATION
The organization selected the NeuroLeadership Institute’s
CONNECT scalable learning solution. Over four weeks,
250 leaders and managers participated in weekly, bitesized learning modules about the neuroscience and
practice of effective workplace conversations.

RESULTS

89%

87%

90%

83%

89%

are better at
supporting
direct reports in
problem-solving

are better at
growing and
developing
direct reports

have moreeffective
interactions with
direct reports

give better
feedback to
motivate desired
action

recommend
CONNECT to
other leaders

*Based on representative sample of participating post-initiative surveys of pilot participants and their direct reports
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THE SCIENCE
To the brain, workplace interactions are either rewarding
or threatening—with direct impacts on performance.
We respond to social interactions (including with leaders
and peers) as if they were physical threats or rewards. This
impacts employees’ abilities to think clearly, problemsolve, or be creative.
Insights lead to more effective development.
Learning that stems from an “Aha moment” is more
likely to last. It also encourages knowledge to be applied
creatively in new situations. Conversations can be
structured to maximize the probability of insight.

I now encourage others
to come up with creative
solutions themselves. It’s
highly engaging. This was a
valuable process.”
–Manager participant

Fostering a growth mindset can improve performance.
A growth mindset encourages positive responses to
changes or challenges. Fostering a growth mindset in
others supports their learning and highest performance.

ABOUT CONNECT
The CONNECT Digital Learning Solution
combines two innovations:
AWAY THREAT

Threat Is Stronger
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TOWARD REWARD

Reward Is Better

4-WEEK

scalable program for moreeffective workplace interactions

The SCARF® Model classifies workplace interactions into a
simple framework for real-time use. The model encourages new habits of
effective conversation for positive business impacts.

NLI’s Digital Learning Solution (DLS) combines bite-sized
modules (only 2.5 hours over 28 days, per participant) into a massively
scalable platform.
Our DLS platforms build on the latest neuroscience research on optimal
learning, to create foundations for lasting behavior change.

Support performance with a science-based approach to effective conversations

				

For more information, please email: solutions@neuroleadership.com

